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Figure 1. CHP, EAGLE, HLCM Price Performance

Positive Newflow in the cement industry included of late the quoted price for Holcim’s Philippine 
asset sale at $2.5bn or Php132.5bn. The tag price which could set a valuation benchmark for the 
challenged industry reinforces the share price recovery that began after the recently slapped 4% 
tariff on cement imports two weeks ago. 

La Farge Holcim’s rumored tag pice for its smaller 10 million metric ton (MMT) plant in the Philip-
pines is 33x EV/EBITDA or EV/ton capacity of $266 or Php14,092, double the price of last year’s 
cement plant disposition in Indonesia which sold for 18x EV/EBITDA worth $1.5bn or EV/ton of 
$123 or Php6,509/ton. The latter is even larger at 15MMT capacity per year versus 10MMT for 
Holcim Philippines. 

Deficit Country. Holcim’s premium pricing looked inspired by the Philippines being a cement-defi-
cit country compared to glutted Indonesia and it being the largest producer (10MMT and expanding 
to 14.8MMT by 2021) in the country with a strong foothold in Visayas and Mindanao, where much 
of the infrastructure build-up is situated. 

Cash Cow in Eagle. But with an EBITDA only of Php4bn a year on such a large capacity, Holcim 
Philippines is not as much of a cash cow as Eagle, which has an EBITDA of Php8.6bn on a smaller 
7.1MMT per year of capacity. Holcim’s smaller EBITDA is closer to Cemex’s Php4.0bn EBITDA, at-
tributed to a smaller 5.7MMT of output per year (expanding by 2MMT by 2020). 

It is thus no wonder why Eagle has been the market’s favourite. It’s got the best income result last 
year, up by 5% to Php3.5bn in 9mo18 compared to CHP’s Php134m loss and Holcim’s net profit drop 
of 24% to Php1.7bn. But much of what Eagle is about is already known to the market, including 
the plus factor that SMC’s Bulacan airport will be its biggest client. All these are in the premium 
price of Eagle at 8.3x forward EV/EBITDA versus the cheap 6.0x of Cemex. This is the reason why 
in the short term, Eagle would lag peers in terms of share price return. Holcim’s illiquidity, its 
lack of investor relations, and consequently no stock research coverage have distorted market 
valuation in the bourse. 

When the three local cement companies are benchmarked against the Holcim Indonesia’s EV/ton 
sale (being the last transacted deal in Asia), the intrinsic equity values come out as follows below 
in Table 1, which shows a price objective of Php5.0 for CHP, upside of 94.5% and Holcim’s Php9.00, 
upside of 9.8%. Cemex is up 21.8% since the tariff was announced last January 18, 2018. Holcim 
is up 35.4% while Eagle, up 3%. On the other hand, Eagle has the highest implied equity valuation 
based on the Indonesian transaction EV/EBITDA multiple of 18x, suggesting a price objective of 
Php32.00/shr. That’s explained by Eagle having the highest EBITDA in the local cement sector. See 
graphs in second page. 

Figure 2. Holcim PH’s Price Tag
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Figure 3. Holcim IDN Transaction Details
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